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2. **Layer Masks:** A _layer mask_ is used to hide or reveal parts of an image layer or to hide other areas that are part of an image layer. 3. **Dodge and Burn:** Layers can be blended together in different ways. Using both of these techniques allows you to add contrast to an image. ## Introducing the Layers Palette In Photoshop, layers are displayed in the Layers palette. In the Layers palette, you can work with three layers — the foreground layer, the background
layer, and the layer beneath the foreground layer. You also have the option to create a new layer at any time. So you can use the Layers palette to create new layers and then work on them. As you work, you can switch between the background layer, the foreground layer, and the layer beneath it, as shown in Figure 1-1. FIGURE 1-1: The Layers palette includes a third layer, the background layer. To reveal the background layer, click its thumbnail in the Layers palette.
Figure 1-2 shows the Layers palette after a background layer is revealed. FIGURE 1-2: You can reveal any background layer by clicking its thumbnail in the Layers palette. 4. **Add a New Layer:** If you need a third layer to use in your project, you can add a new layer by choosing the New Layer icon. You can also click the Layer thumbnail to add a layer. If you want to return to the background layer, click the background layer in the Layers palette. (For details on
layers, see Chapter 2.) FIGURE 1-3: To return to the background layer in the Layers palette, click the thumbnail. FIGURE 1-4: You can type to name layers and navigate them. ## Name Layers If you want to give your layers a meaningful name, click the gear icon next to the layer in the Layers palette and choose Name Layer from the shortcut menu. After you type a name for the layer in the box that appears, you can use the drop-down menu to select the kind of layer
(or type another name) that appears in the Layers palette. (Chapter 2 explains more about naming layers.) ## Manage Layers As you use Photoshop, you may find that you need to hide an image layer or reveal other
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Adobe Photoshop applications have a number of things in common, they are graphics editing software, image editing software and they provide an efficient way to create and modify images. Photoshop applications can perform all of these functions. Photoshop, as the name suggests, is the professional version of a tool that is otherwise used to reduce errors in images and to enhance images. Photo retouching software such as Photoshop and Photoshop Elements allows
people to make adjustments to the look of an image. The two main features in Photoshop are filters and layers. However, it may be better to avoid using the word “filter” to describe Photoshop features such as Threshold and Emboss because it could be confusing for new users. Photoshop Elements (officially known as Photoshop.com) is an image-editing application for photographers. It can be downloaded as a trial from Adobe’s website. Photoshop Elements is a
beginner-friendly tool for photo retouching. Photoshop and Photoshop Elements’ features are similar, but Photoshop Elements makes less use of layers. Learning to use Photoshop The best way to learn to use Photoshop is to use it as a graphic design tool and learn its interface. There are several free online tutorials and many photographers use Photoshop as a graphics design tool. There are also several books written to help people learn how to use Photoshop. If you
have your own computer and an internet connection, you can explore how to use Photoshop by following tutorials from the website of Adobe. Introduction to Photoshop There are various ways in which to download and install Photoshop. Most people choose to download the free trial version of Photoshop and then buy a license for Photoshop. If you would like to buy Photoshop, it is best to download a trial version, then cancel it if you are not satisfied. Adobe offers
Photoshop for both Macintosh and PC. It is possible to get Photoshop to work on Mac computers with Linux installation software. You need to install the Mac OS X Lion after that. When you first open Photoshop, you should expect to see a Photoshop window with a blank canvas, and a documentation window titled “Document” at the bottom of the screen. You can find Adobe’s Photoshop tutorial at the bottom of the screen that starts a new tutorial. The Overview and
History Panes When you first open Photoshop, you will find it easier to understand if you activate the “overview” and “history” windows. a681f4349e
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Advertising Read more Jerusalem (AFP) Two Israeli teenagers were murdered in the occupied West Bank on Thursday, Israeli police said, hours after the discovery of a third body on the premises of a Jewish seminary that has been dubbed the "Jewish Killing Fields". The discovery of the body, which Israeli police have said is "of indeterminate age", came hours after Elor Azaria, a 20-year-old army medic, was convicted in a military court of manslaughter for fatally
shooting a wounded Palestinian man. The body found Thursday near the occupied West Bank village of Silwad was found on a path leading to the seminary, a Christian site also known as the "academy of the Bible", according to the Israeli police. It was unclear whether the victim was an Israeli or a Palestinian. Palestinians carried out a protest in Silwad and clashes erupted with Israeli forces, according to witnesses. The three killed in the occupied West Bank on
Thursday carry the distinction of being the first to die in the "price tag" killings that Israeli authorities had blamed on "hilltop youth" -- a loose and often violent group of Jews opposed to the peace process. Two others were killed in the past few weeks in reprisal attacks. The killing of the two Israeli teenagers -- both of whom had at least three hours of life to live according to Israeli doctors -- sparked a government inquiry into the police investigation. A third Israeli
was killed in the early hours of Thursday in Jerusalem, on the eve of Thursday's verdict in the shooting case. An Israeli border policeman shot dead 18-year-old Mohammed Abu Khder as he tried to stab a policeman outside a Jewish settlement in Jerusalem and Israeli media reported that he had shouted "Allahu Akbar" ("God is great" in Arabic), police said. Two Israeli policemen, who were also stabbed in the incident, were taken to hospital. - Hilltop youth crackdown
- Israel is conducting a crackdown on "hilltop youth" -- who are mainly young Jewish settlers -- following the wave of violent price tag attacks that began in August 2015. Some 500 suspects have been arrested. One of the accused has been killed in a stabbing attack. On Monday, activists from the group broke into the vacant grave of a Palestinian man shot dead during a confrontation on the northern outskirts of Jerusalem last year and sprayed the name of the group
with blood.
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